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   An experiment to search for the H dibaryon with S : -2 has been carried
out using 1.66-GeVlc Kww beam at the KEK-PS. The H dibaryon was studied in
the direct process, k- + i2C--.K+ + H ÅÄ X. A new type of visual live target
consisted of plastic scintillating fibers together with a high momen.tum-resolution
spectrometer have been used.
   The H dibaryon produced through the direct process has been studied by
means of the analysis of the Kkf- momentuin spectrum with the help of the data of

the fiber target. No evidence of the H production has beefi observed. The upper
limit of the production cross section of the H has been obtained to be from 43 nb!sr
to 73 nblsr in the forward scattering angle of the K+ at 9091o confideRce level in the

mass region of the H from 1850 to 2150 MeVlc2. The upper limit for the
production of H with higher mass range up to 2230 MeV!c2 has been also obtained
to be from 80 nblsr to 2 pt blsr for the first time.

1 Introduction

    }{{adrons are described as composite particles of several constituent quarks. In

tlte naive quark model, baryons and mesons are described as composites of three
quarks (q3) and a quark-antiquark pair (q4), respectively. An extension leads the

possible existence of exotic multi-quark states such as qq4a, qgqqQ, or six-cluark states

(dibaryon). In 1977, Jaffe proposed the possible existence of a dibaryon comprising

tvvo up (u), two down (d), and two strange (s) quarks confined in a siRgle hadronic

"bag", and labeled this state as the "H particle" (H)[1]. The predicted quantum
number is JPC == Og-+,I == O, S : -2, and B == 2. It constitutes the inost

symmetric six-quark color-spin configuration. The syfnmetry results in a maximally

attractive color-magnetic interaction which is 'considered to be responsible for the

hyperfine mass splitting of baryons such as the N - A mass difference.

    The color-magnetic term E. due to the gluoR exchange between quarks is
expressed in case of a particle having N quarks and no antiquarks as:

                    E., == [8N-SC,+gJ U+ 1)] M, (1)

wkere C6 is the eigenvalue of tke color-spin Casirnir operator and M is an average
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interaction strength [ll. With the most symmetric color-spin configuration, hence

flavor-singlet because of Pauli's principle, C6 takes the highest number, 144, which

results in the state having the largest downward shift in tke mass. Note that the
flavor-singlet configuration is constructed from six quarks only in the case of two u,

two d and two s quarks. Therefore, as Jaffe suggested, the H plays a special role

among six-quark configurations.

    The mass of the H which Jaffe predicted originally using tke MIT bag model was
215e MeVlc2, about 80 MeVlc2 below that of the lowest lying baryon-baryon system

with S=: -2, tltat is,2A. Thus theHwould be stable agaiRst strong decays. Since
then, over 15 years, this excitiRg prospect has spurred many physicists to considerable

efforts both in experimental and theoretical investigations on the H dibaryon.

    Within the context of the MIT bag model, severai calculations have been made,

including the center-of-mass motion or pion cloud corrections [2,3,4,51. Predictions

have been made witlt other models such as the Skyrme model [6], quark cluster
models [7,8,9] and a}so the lattice QCD [IO,11]. The predicted mass ranges from that

of two nucleons to that of two A,and also to the unbound region,

    An experiment searching for the H was done at BNL by Iooking for the reaction,
p + p ---. H + K+ + K' [12]. However, the sensitivSty was two order of magnitude

lower than the expected production cross section.

   The existence of the H with Iower mass than that of two nucleoRs is denied in the
ana}ysis of an experimefit [13] searchiBg for the followiRg processes:

           ".N - A.:ilV +H+ B" +v for 2H and i2'I
           2Ai -' "-2N+H+r for 72Ge, 'OGe and ieBe, (2)

where AzN represents a nucleus with atornic number A and charge Z.

    At KEK, an experimeRt to search for tke H andlor double hypemuclei was
carried out by means of an emulsion-counter hybrid techRique (KIIIK-E176 [14]). A
study was made oR the direct production of the H via (Kww ,K') reaetions in emulsion:

                          Kbe+ lpP)-- ll+K+, (3)
where (pp) is a proton--pair in a nucieus [14]. If the H mass is low, the N production

is discriminated from the quasi-free :. ww productioR, K- + (p) - K" + :' -,
because of the high momentum of K+. The K+ momentum spectrum was studied to
search for the H in the mass range of 1900 to 2160 MeVlc2, however, no signal was

seen. The upper limit on the production cross section was found to be O.2 -- O.69o of

the quasi-free H-. - production (90% C.L.), which was comparable to the expected
value [40].

    They reported also several candidates of the double hypernuclei l151 which put an

indirect constraint on the lower Iimit of the possible mass of Hr to be 2MA - BAA
[16], where BAA is the binding energy of two A hyperons in the nucleusi. One of

i Double hypemuclei were reportecl for the first time over twenty years ago [17, 18] as the events with

 sequential decays in emulsion, although tagging for S == ma2 was not made.
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the candidates has been assigned as AO, Be or A3, B with the binding energy of 8.5 Å}

O.7 MeV or 27.6 Å} O.7 MeV, respectively. If the interpretation is correct, the
allowed mass region of the bound H is from 2203 MeVlc2 to 2230 MeVlc2 [19].

    A candidate of the H was reported in the analysis of photographs of a propane

bubble chamber at Dubna. They applied a kinematical fit on the tracks in the
photograph and found an event which was translated as a possible decay of the H into

Åí - p, The mass of the H was assigned as 2173.9 Å} 1.3 MeV [20], althougk the
decay• of the Åí - from the H-decay was not observed in this event.

    An experiment is in progress at BNL (BNL-E813 I21,22]) searching for the H via

capture processes of :. - in a deuterium-atom. Tlte H dibaryon has been looked for

in the missing-mass spectrum of the reactioR:

                          (:' -d)atom 'n+H, (4)
by means of the measurement of the neutron energy.

    Even tltough above mentioned several experiments ltave given a lot of
information oR tlte subject, the situation is still coRtroversial regarding the existence of

H dibaryon. An experiment with enough sensitivity to search for the H dibaryon has

been awaited to solve the problem. IR order to arrive at the best solution for the
problem, it is very important to ideRtify the productioR of a particle or particles with S

x -2 as well as to carry out the experiment with better statistics.

   The observation of the viciRity of the (K- ,K-F) reaction vertex with a visual

detector is advantageous in the H search, since such a detector is useful not only to
confirm the (K-,K+) reactioR but also to follow up the tracks of reaction products.

AIthough experiments using tke efnulsion target provide us information on tke fine

structure at the interaction vertex as well as on tke decay process of produced
particles, only the small regioR of the order of 100 y m around the vertex can be

stgdied. Also the fiux of the beafn is Iimited to avoid overlaps of many events. The

situation is similar in experiments using bubble chambers, This is due to the fact that

those visual detectors are not triggerable devices. Tkerefore, the "triggerable active

target" with a large fiducial volume, which can serve as both a production target and a

triggerable vertex detector, had been desired.

   We performed an experiment at the KEK Proton Synchrotron (KEK-PS) to
search for the H dibaryon with the (Kww,K') reaction. A separated K--beam of the

momentum 1.66 GeVlc at the K2 beam line was used. The experiment was executed
using a hybrid system with a high resolution spectrometer for (K-,K") reactions and

a newly developed "triggerable active target". The target consisted of thin
sciRtillating fibers (SCIFI-target) of about one liter. In the target, we got the three-

dimensional view of tracks of charged particles in the vicinity of the reaction vertex.

Image intensifier tubes (IIT) aRd charge-coupled-device cameras (CCD camera)
enabled us to read out the tracks in the SCIFI-target with a position resolution of

about 300 pt m. The IITs were triggered by gate pulses using information from the

couRters in the spectrometer.
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   We studied the H productioR by means of two methods. One of tltem is the
measurement of K+ produced in the process, Kww + i2C - K+ + H -F X. In this
method the observation of K-" with higher momentum than that iR the quasi-free :' -

production is the signature of the H production.

   The other one is the detection of the H which is produced in the two step
reactions : Kww + i2C - K+ + :. - + X, then (:. --C) .t.. -+ H+ X. In this case,

the identification of tlte decay H - .S. - p in the SCIFI-target is the sigfiature of the U

production.

   In this paper we focus on the H search by means of the former method.
   In the (K-,K-e) reactions on carbon with our beam energy, the quasi-free :' -

production process is dofninant in the K+ momentum range above 1.0 GeVlc and

about 20 9o of the :. ww's are absorbed in the production nuclei. According to Aerts
and Dover [23], the H is preduced in the reaction, K- + C --. K' + ll + X,

through a fusion process of a :. - , which is produced in the quasi-free (K-,K "')

reaction on a proton in i2C, aRd a proton in the same nuclei(see Fig 1). If tke mass

of the H is iower than that of :. - p, the H productiofi is identified by means of the

observation of K+ in the higher momefitum range wkere the quasi-free :. -
productioit is not allowed kinematica}ly.

   In this experiment the precise measurement of the K+ momentum is of vital

importance. In addition, information on the three-dimensional track data in the
SCIFI-target is useful to identify the (Kww ,K") reactions and the produced particles in

the reactions.

                - ,K+              K

Fig. 1.
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2 ExperimentalPrecedure

   The experiment was carried out using the K2 beam Iine which delivered 1.66-
GeVlc K- bearn with a typical Kl rr ratio of 114. The typical intensity of K- was
1041sec. We cofistructed a high-resolution spectrometer for the detection of K+. We

developed also a triggerable active target made of scintillating fibers (SCIFI) in which

the tracks of the reaction products as well as the incident K- and, the scattered K"
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were observed. It was the first attempt to employ scintillating fibers as a three-

dimensional tracking device in the particle and/or nuclear physics.

   The search for tke H througlt the direct process was performed by the analysis of
the momenturn spectrum of the scattered K-}"'s. A signature of the H production was

the detectioR of a high momentum K" appeared above the region where the quasi-

free :. - production was kinematically allowed.
   The measurement of tke K" in the production angle close to e degree is essential

to study the direct production of the H, siRce the momentum transfer from the
iRcident K- to the produced virtual :. - should be small so that tke virtual :. ww and a

proton in the same nucleus fuse into an H dibaryon. The acceptance of the K+

should then be optimized for tlte momentum range higher than 1.1 GeVlc. The
momentum resolution is also very important in the case of higher H mass, since the
momentum of K"r in the direct process overlaps with that from the quasi-free :' -

production, if the resolution is not sufficient. The discrimination of the Kr" from

other particles is indispefisable. For this purpose, longer fiight length in the
spectrometer is preferable in order to measure the flight time precisely, even it is
limited due to the short decay length of K" (cT = 3.709 m).

   The scltematic view of tlte spectrometer is showR in Fig.2. The spectrometer
coRsisted of a dipole magRet with the field integral of 1.1 Tm, drift chambers including

a cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) wkich surrounded the target, a silica aerogel
Cerenkov counter and TOF hodoscopes. The angular acceptance of the spectroineter

was about e.09 sr with the central productioR angle of O degree. The acceptance was

optimized for scattered particles of 1.2 GeV/c. IR order to get a good momentum
resolution, relatively dense material such as the aerogel Cerenkov counter was located

downstream the last tracking chamber.

   At the center of the CDC, the SCIFI-target system was installed. The plastic

scintillatiRg fibers, wkose cross section had the dimeRsion of 500 A m Å~ 500 pt m,

were bundled iRto a block target of about one liter [25,26]. The fiber sheets were

stacked in X and Y directions alternately as shown in Fig.3 to obtain the tkree-
dimensional information of tracks. We used image intensifier tube (IIT) and CCD

cameras to read out the image of the tracks.

   Since the speed of the online data-taking of the data of the SCIFI-target was
limited by the read-out cycle of the CCD cameras, trigger selection for the IITs with
signals from the couRter system played an essential role. Tlte events of (K' ,K")

reactions were selected from those of other reactions such as (K- , p) reactions by

calculating the mass of the scattered particles using information from the trigger

counters especially with the fast-encoded time-of-flight value. The signals of the

selected eveRts were used to gate the IIT as the second-level trigger.
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Fig, 2. Experimental setup. (a) Detectors and beam-line elements upstream the
      target region, (b) K' tagging spectrometer and the SCIFI-target.
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2.I Beam
2.l.1 K2 Beam Line
    We used the secondary beafn produced by primary protoris from the KEK 12-
GeV Proton Synchrotron (PS) on the production target of platinum having a size of 6

mm wide, 3 mm thick and 60 mm long. The protons were extracted from the PS in
the "slow extractioR" mode for the duration of about 2 sec (spill). The duty factor
was about 5e91o. Typically, 2.1 Å~ 10i2 protons per spill were transported to the

prlmary targettmg pomt,
    Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the K2 beain-liRe. The beam Iine was
designed to serve fnainly separated kaons in the momentum range between 1.0 and 2.0

GeVlc [311. The K2 beam line consisted of two dipole magnets (Dl and D2), six
quadrupole magnets (Ql,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q6 and Q7), a pair of correction magnets (CM)
and an electrostatic mass separator with the length of 6 m. The total length of the

beam line from the production target to the final focal point, where the SCIFI-target

was placed, was about 25.8 m. The production angle at the primary target was OO.

The bending angles of Dl and D2 along the central orbit were 230 and 150,
respectively.

    TuniRg the electrostatic mass separator and the correction magnets for K- , the

effective angular defiection ( A 0 ) of the unwanted particles such as eww , rr ww or P by

the electrostatic separator is given as :

                 Ae = epE,L (pi.-- i,) = eEL(Mi2Gszs MB2G), (s)

where e is the charge, E is the electric field, L is the field length (6 m), p is the

fnomentum, and c is the light velocity. MK- and MB6 are the masses of Krm and an
unwanted particle, respectively. The beam was focused vertically by means of the

quadrupole doublet Q3-Q4 with the vertical magnification factor of about O.88 at the

position where the slit for the mass selection (mass-slit) was placed. A potential of

600 KV was applied across the positive and negative electrodes. The distance
between the electrodes was 10 cm. It was filled with mixed gas of Ne-He (369o) with
the pressure of about 3 Å~ 10-4 torr in order to prevent electric discharge. The

vertical separation.between the K- and the rr ww at the mass-slit was about 4 mm.

The gap of the mass-slit was typically 1.02 mm and its vertical position was optimized

so that the maximum intensity of Krv was obtained. The typical K-1 rr - ratio of the
beam was 114 with Kww--intensity of 2 Å~ IO`lspill.

    FiRally, the beam was focused on the target by using a pair of quadrupole
magnets (Q6 and Q7). The beam size at the target center was 7,8 mm (r.m.s) in
horizontal and 5.8 mm (r.m.s) in vertical with the width of incident angle of 104 mrad

(r.m.s) and 27 mrad (r.m.s) in horizontal and ifl vertical, respectively.

    The momentum bite was 3.6 9o (FWHM), and the beam had a momentum
dispersion of about 2.4 MeVlc per mm at the target point as shown in Fig.5, which

was obtained in the analysis of beam particles described below.
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       Fig. 5. The beam momentum dispersion at the target point. The correlation of
             the momentum p and the position x is parametrized as p(MeVlc) =
             1664(MeV/c) + 2.4(MeVlc/mm) Å~ X-position (mm), which is shown as
             line (A).

2.1.2 Measurement of the Incident Momentum using the Beam Line

    The momentum measurement and the particle identification of the beam particles

were perforrned by using the beam line as a spectrometer. As shown in Fig.2, the
detector system in the beam line comprised five sets of tracking chambers (BPCI-5),
two beam hodoscopes (Tl,2) and a silica aerogel Cerenkov counter (BAC).
Additionally, a veto counter was installed to reject events caused by a beam halo.
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   The Kww in the beam was tagged using BAC. The BAC contained a block of
silica aerogel which was 8 cm wide, 8 cm high and 3 cm thick. It had a refractive
index of 1.041 which corresponds to tke B threshold of the eerenkov radiation of
O.961 (RK- =: O.959 at 1.66 GeVlc), The C]erenkov light was detected with a photo-

tube R1250 (Hamamatsu), which was sensitive to siRgle photon. The fringing field of

the spectrometer magRet (SP) was compensated by a compensation coil surrounding

the photo-tube. The rr - was reduced to O.89o of the K-'s using BAC.
   The contaminations of rr ww 's and P's were reduced to 10-4 by meafis of offiine

analysis using the time-of-fiigltt technique between the scintillation counters Tl and n

which stood 6 m apart each other. The sizes of the scintillators (NE pilot-U) Tl aRd

T2 were 5 mm thick, 5 cm wide, and 10 cm and 5 cm long, respectively. They were
viewed by fast photo-tubes R2083 (Hamamatsu) froin both ends. The time-of-fiight
resolution for the beam particles was 85 psec (r.m.s).

   The momentum of each beam particle was determined using the beam-line
magnets (see Fig.4) and the BPC's. The BPC's were multi-wire proportional
chambers having anode wires being spaced every 1 mm located 4 mm from carbon
cathode planes. The anode wires were made of go}d-plated tungsten whose diameters

were 10 !xm. The BPCI,2 were located upstream of D2, and BPC3,4,5 were located
downstream. The vertical positioR of the beam was measured with BPCI, BPC4 and
BPC5, which had X and Yplanes, while other cltambers had only X-planes. A
"magic gas", which was a mixture of Ar, freon (CF3Br), C4Hio and methylal with the
mixing ratio of 73:24:O.5:3, was used at the atmosipheric pressure. The parameters

and typical efficiencies of the BPC's are surnmarized in Table.1.

Tab}e 1. Characteristics and performance of the beam chambers (BPCI-5)

BPC 1-X 1-Y 2-X 3-X 4-X 4-Y 5-X 5-Y
number of read wires

location from target center (mm)

typical efficiency (9o)

112 64 ll2 80 ll2 64 80 64
6318 6302 5662 4693 2726 2710 615 631
93.9 81.4 93.9 91.4 93.4 94.0 96.2 77.3

2.2 K" Tagging Spectrometer

2.2.1 SpectrometerMagnet
   The spectrometer rnagnet (SP) was a window-frame-type dipole. It had a 50-cm

gap, 100-cm aperture and 80-cm long pole piece. It ,had end-guard p}ates of 8 cm

thick located 80 cm from the center. The downstream end-guard had a 6e-cm gap
and 110-cm aperture, while tke front end-guard had a 30-cm gap and 5e-cm aperture.

The front oRe was smaller than the other in order to minimize the fringing field at the

target poiRt, since the rriagRetic field made a distortioR of images of tracks in the

electrostatic-type IIT (see Sec.2.3).

   The magnet center was located 130.0 cm from the target center along the beam
axis. The SP was rotated from the beam direction by O.IS radian in the horizontal

plane, which was optimized to tlte scattered particle with momentuin of 1.2 GeVlc.
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Tke beam particles were bent by about O.2 radian and went away from the sensitive
area of the aerogel eerenkov counter and that of the most downstream tracking

chamber (DC3, see Sec,2.2.5).

    The shape of the field is shown in Fig.6. The field mapping was done with the

accuracy of O.1 9o which was achieved by careful measurements with the correction on

Hall-planar effect [32].
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      in horizontal) and 1) Y == O (center) 2)Y =: -2eO mm. b) Field strength of

      Z-direction at X = O, Y == -200 as a function of Z-positioR.

2.2.2 Acceptance
    The geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer system for scattered particles was
defined by the hodoscope YH located just before the aerogel Cerenkov counter

(SAC). The acceptance was e.09 sr for the particle with momentum of 1.1 GeVlc.
It was Å}O.21 radiaR in horizontal and Å}O.12 radian in vertical. Along the beam axis

(O degree), a counter BV vetoing non-interacting particles was located in front of SP

in order to reduce fake-triggers due to decays of Kww 's in the beam. It vetoed the

area of 0 < O.063 radian in azimuthal. The acceptance is shown as a function of the
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       Fig. 7. Acceptance of the spectrometer as a function of the momentum of
             scattered particles. The acceptance is Rormalized to that fer the particle

             of 1.0 GeVlc.

momentum of scattered particles in Fig.7. The acceptance was constant within 39o

for the particles of the momentum higher than O.9 GeVlc.

2.2.3 TOF Counters
    To discriminate K+'s from rr +'s and protons, the velocity of scattered particles

was deterrnined by the time-of-fiight between T2 and a forward TOF hodoscope
(FI'OF) (see Fig.2), combining with the flight length measured with the tracking

chambers. The schematic view of FTOF is shown in Fig.8. The FTOF consisted of
24 scjntillators which were 12.0 cm wide and 3.0 cm thick. Ten of them in the central

region were 130 cm long and the others were 110 cm long. They were installed
vertically at the distance of 500 cm from the target along the central orbit of 1.2-

GeVlc particles, being staggered with overlapping of 2.0 cm each other as shown in

Fig.8. The scintillators were viewed by photo-tubes H1949 (Hamamatsu) from the
top and the bottom.
   For the TOF fneasurement we used 12-bit TDCs2, which had a time resolution

about 27.5 pseclcount. All the TDC channels were calibrated with a TDC-calibrator

within the accuracy of O.1 pseclcount. The linearity of the TDC was better than
112000. In order to reduce the difference of transmission velocities in the cables due

to the variation of temperature, all the cables were arranged to keep in the same path.

The timing drift was checked run by run (typically 4 hours) by adjusting at the
reconstructed-mass peaks of rr +'s and protons. The fluctuation of timing due to the

2 manufactured by REPIC Co.
3 The Garfield simulates the field shape two-dimensionally. The program was originally coded by

 R.Veenhof for the application to the HELIOS experimeRt at CERN.
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Fig. 8. Schematic view of the FTOF counters. (a) Top view. (b) Front view.

pulse-height difference in the discriminators was corrected with functions inversely

proportional to the 114th power of the pulse-height. The average time resolution of

the TOF measurement from T2 to FTOF was 110 psec (r.m.s).

    The FTOF was also employed to measure vertical hit positions of particles on
FTOF, which were given by the time difference of the two signals from the PMT's on

the top and the bottom. The obtained position resolution was 14.8 mm (r.m.s).

2.2.4 Cylindrical Dnft Chamber

  In order to detect the decay products of the H with high momenta, as well as the
incident K- , scattered K+ and other charged particles coming out of the target, a

cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) was fabricated. The CDC consisted of eight layers,

whose radii were 160 mm to 384 mm as shown in Table.2. The height of CDC was
90 cm. The third and the sixth layers had wires tilted by 5.71e to the venical

direction in order to obtain vertical information. There had been no wire in the
space for installation of the horizontal read-out system of the SCIFI-target as shown in

Fig.9. All the wires were placed between two stainless steel plates (end-plate)

Table 2. Cenfiguration of CDC for each layer

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

radius of sense wire position (mm)

number of read wire

direction of wire

typical eficency (%)

160.0 192.0 224.0 256.0 288.0 320.0 352.0 384.0

32 42 48 60
 Y Y stereo Y
93.0 93.0 93.3 91.5

69 76 87 97
 Y stereo Y Y
94.8 94.1 96.0 90.5
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supported by eight poles. The anode wires were made of gold-plated tungsten of 20
pt m Åë . The potential wires and the wires for field shaping were the gold-plated Cu-

Be of 100 y m Åë . These wires were positioned to the end-plates within the accuracy

of 30 ym using "feed-throughs".

   The chamber consisted of a number of fine segmented independent cells, whose

configuration was similar to that of the "TASSO-chamber" [33]. All the cells had
identical structures, with the drift space of 11.2 mm from the cathode wires to the

anode wire as shown in Fig.10. The cell structure has been optimized using the field
simulation code, Garfield3.

  We used a gas mixture of argon and ethane (1:1). The voltage supplied to the
cathode wires was -2510 V. The corresponding maximum drift time was about 220
nsec. By tracing the tracks in the CDC back to the SCIFI-target, it was possible for

the CDC to eliminate accidentally overlapped tracks in the SCIFI image.

LT!QpVievv Side View
SCIFI-target
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Fig. 9. Schematic view of the detectors around the
      SCIFI-llT-CCD systems.

target: the CDC and the
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      simulated with Garfield (see text).

   The TDC (TKO-Dr.T KEK) which we employed for digitization of the drift time
had a time resolution of about O.7 fisec per count. The overall position resolution of

270 gm was obtained fer tracks of minimum-ionizing-particles.

2.2.5 Tracking Chambers
   Tracks of scattered particles were measured using tracking chambers : the CDC
(see Sec.2.2.4) and the drift cltambers DCI, DC2, and DC3. The characteristics of

the DCI,2, and 3 are summarized in Table.3.

   The DCI had a size of 500 mm in width aRd 350 mrn in height. There were four
anode planes to measure the X, X', Y and U coordinates. The X and X' planes were

staggered by the drift space of 5 mm. Ifi the U-plane, the seltse wires were tilted by

15 degrees from the vertical direction. The cell structure of DCI is shown in
Fig.11(a). The cathode planes were made of 15-ptm-thick Kapton foils with
aluminum coating on both sides.
   The effective area of DC2 was 2200 Å~ 1200 mm2 with four anode p}anes of X,

X', Y and Y', The sense wires were surrounded by hexagonally located potential

wires as shown in Fig.11(b). The spacing of the sense wires was 9 mm. The DC2
was located just downstream the end-guard plate, covering the full aperture of the

magnet. The DCI and DC2 were designed to cope with tke high-rate operation for

the beam passage.

   The DC3 had a sensitive area of 180 cm in horizontal direction and 90 cfn in

vertical. Tke Iocation of DC3 was about 1.2 m downstream the DC2. The chamber
had four planes, X, X', Y, Y'. The cell structure of each plane is seen in Fig.11 (c)
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and (d). The drift spaces were 28 mm for the X and the X'-planes aRd 30 mm for the

Y and the Y'-planes.

   The mixed gas of Ar-ethane (1:1) was used for all the drift chambers, DCI, 2,

and 3. The drift time was digitized with TKO-TDCs by means of the same manner as

in the case of tke CDC. Tlte typical efficiency and the position resolution of each

cltamber are shown in Table.3. The obtained resolutioR for the Y-plane of each
chamber was relatively worse because of less redundancy for the vertical dierection to

fit the tracks, which limited the chamber calibration.
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Characteristics and performance of Drift Chambers (DCI-3)

chamber DCI DC2 DC3
plane

anode-wire spacing (mm)

anode-wire diameter ( pt m)

anode-wire poteRtial (V)

anode-wire material

potential-wire M.V (V)

potential-wire material

potential-wire diameter

number of read wire

location (Z positioR from target)

dimeRsion X Å~ Y(mm)
typical efficiency (%)

position resolutioR ( /2 m rms)

    XX'YU
      10.0
     20.0

   Au-piated W
-1900(cathode plane)

 Au-plated Cu-Be
    75 ptm P
 XX':48/Y:321U:40

    775mm
   soe Å~ 3so
      99.5
XX':2201Y:40elU:200

   XX'YY'
    g.e
    20.0

 Au-plated W
    -21eo

     Al
  200 ptm ti

XX':128rrY':96

   2305mrn
 1200 Å~ 1200

    903
XX':23eNY':270

   XX'YY'
  X:56N:60
    2e.o
   + loeo
 Au-plated W
    -3000
Au-plated Cu-Be
  150 ptm oj

XX':32NY':26

   3545mm
  1800 Å~ 900

    93.5
XX':31eYY':390

2.2.6 SilicaAerogel6erenkovCounter
   One ef the major backgrounds was rr +'s whose yield was two order of magnitude
as Iarge as that of K+'s. In order to reduce the detection rate of rr +'s, a eerenkov

counter SAC was installed. We used silica aerogel (manufactured by Gadelius Co.)
which had a refractive index of i.041 (Pth ==O.961, density P =:O.20 glcc) to distinguish

K"s from rr "'s in the momentum range of0.5 GeVfc to 1.5 GeVlc.

   The effective size of SAC was 200 cm and 100 cm in horizontal and vertical
directions, respeetively. The walls of the diffusion box were covered with highly

refiective white sheets (Millipore). It was eguipped witlt 38 photo-tubes (Hamamatsu

R1250 and RCA 8854) on the top and the bottom. In order to minimize the knock-

on electrons, the entrance windows on the both surfaces were made of 100 pt m Mylar

sheet coated with aluminum (12 ptm). Three pieces of the aerogel which had
dimensions of 25 Å~ 25 Å~ 3cm3 were stacked. N2 gas flowed to prevent the
deterioration of the aerogel due to the moisture during the run.

   The SAC was located downstream of 9C3 in order to avoid the multiple
scattering before DC3. The location was also helpful to minimize over-killing of (Kww
,K-t- ) reaction events which associated with relatively high-momentum rr 's from the H
decay or the hyperon decay. ' These z's are swept out by the magnet SP.
   The average number of photo-electrons for 1.6-GeVlc rr " was about 3. The
obtained efficiency as a function of P and the survival rate (inefficiency of SAC) as a

function of the corresponding K' momentum are shown in Fig.12 (a) and (b),
respectively. The survival rate of K"'s in the momentum region below 1.6 GeVlc

was 85 %, It was due to the fake hit of SAC. The fake hit was mainly caused by
the accidental coincidence of thermal noises of the PMTs. The fake kit rate due to
the knock-on electron was calculated to be l.3 9o at 1.6-GeVlc K+ , which was

negligibly small compared to the accideRtal coincidence rate. Tlte efficiency of SAC
was monitored during the run using data obtained without veto of rr ll" 's by SAC in

the trigger. It was also checked with the 1.6-GeVlc K" beam, whose B is O.956.
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2,2.7 ChargeHodoscope
    In order to eliminate Regative charged particles, a hodoscope CH was installed 45

cm downstream of tke target center (in front of the Åíorward end-guard plate). It was

used for the first-level onlifie trigger as well as the second-level trigger (see Sec.2.4).

The CH consisted of 12 scintillators each of which was 3.5 cm wide, 17 cm height and

1.0 mm thick.

2.3 Scintillating Fiber Actiye Target System

    A scintillating fiber target (SCIFI-target) I25, 26] was used as a vertex detector.

The tracks of the charged particles iR the vicinities of the reaction vertices were

detected in this target which had a volume of about 1 liter. It was designed to
provide three-dimensional information on the tracks and to be triggerable with a time

resolution of several pt sec to aveid the overlap of the tracks of more than one events.

    The SCIFI-target system consisted of a block made of scintillating fibers and its

readout system [25, 26]. The schematic view of the system is shown in Fig.13. Each

of the X and Y projections was read out through a set of image-iRtensifier--tubes (IIT),

an optical relay-Iens aRd a CCD-camera.

2.3.1 SCIFI-Target
   The SCIFI-target consists of about 30,OOO plastic scintillating fibers, SF81
(KURARAY), of 20 cm long. The cross section of the scintillating fiber had a square

shape with the dimension of 500 ptm Å~ 500 ptm which had a core of 48e ptm Å~ 480

pt rn coated with claddiRg material of 10 ym in thickness. The core was made frem
polystyrene (CH). with the density of 1.06 g/cm3. The refractive index of the core

was 1.59. The cladding was made from PMMA, CsHs02, whese index was 1.49.
The density of PMMA was 1.18 g!cm3. The wave length for the peak output light

was 437 nm (blue). The specifications of the SF81 are summarized in Table.4.

   Fiber sheets of 500 pt m thick, 20 cm long and 8 cm wide were stacked in the X
(horizontal) and the Y (vertical) directions alternately as shown in Fig.3, providing the
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Fig. 13. Schematic view of the SCIFI-IIT-CCD system.

Table 4. Specifications of the scintillating fiber, SF81.

core material

core density

core index

wave length

cladding material

cladding thickness

cladding density

cladding index

polystyrene ((CH). 480 #m Å~ 480
1.06 g!cm3

1.59

437 mm
PMMA (CsHs02)
10 ym
1.18 g/cm3

1.49

AM)

total effective volume of 8Å~8Å~ 10 cm3. The number of fiber sheets stacked was 92

for each direction. The sheets were glued with a sort of black PmuA. The average

thickness of the glue was 50 g m. The spaces between the fiber sheets for both
projections were reduced from 550 pt m to 350 A m in the fiber-arms in order to make
the fiducial size viewed by the IITs (80 mm Åë) larger. The dimensions of the SCIFI-
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target are shown in Fig.14.

2.3.2 Imagelntensi:tierTube

    The output lights from the fiber target were amplified with the IIT. The type of

the IIT was PPO040 which was manufactured by Delft Corporation. The schematic
view of the IIT is shown in Fig.15. The IIT had a cascade structure of three
individual image intensifiers. The first stage was of "converter type" with a large

effective entrance area of the diameter of 80 mm, which was labeled as PPO040c. The

second stage and the third stage were of the same type (XX1450) which had micro-

channel-plates (MCP) to amplify the image. The second stage and the third stage

were operated in a gating mode with a trigger pulse using information from the
counter system.

    Each stage of the IIT had phosphor on the anode as an electron-photon
converter. Phosphor was employed also for optical delay, since phosphor held the
image in the duration of its optical decay time.
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    The SCIFI-target was attached to the entrance window of the first stage with
optical grease. The entrance window consisted of optical fibers. Tke first stage was

operated in 9C mode with the supplied voltage of 20 KV. The size of the image was

reduced with the electrostatic focusifig field by the magnification factor of O.19 at the
center and O,2 at the edge4 (r =40 mm), which provided an image on the second stage,

The photon amplification factor was about 8, The rate to obtain available pictures

was limited by the decay constant of the phosphor on tke first stage because the

picture of only one event could be obtained during the decay time of the phospkor

without overlapping of tracks. Thus, it was preferable that phosphor of the first stage

had a short optical decay constant. The phospkor for the first stage was P-24
(ZnO,Zn), whose phosphorescence has a peak wave-length of 510 nm with tke decay
constaRt of 2,4 Lt sec.

    The second and the third stages of the IIT had an optical fiber-windows of 28 mm
Åë. The gain of the photon in each MCP was about 3 Å~ 103 with the supplied

voltage of 75e V. They were operated wlth the triggerable gate voltage between the

photo-cathode and the MCP besides the bias voltage. Tke applied gate-voltages were

-200 V to epen the gate and K-50 V to close as summarized iR Table.5.

Table 5. High vo}tage gate supplied to the second and third stages of the IIT,

second gate third gate

typical repetition rate

gate Width

trigger

decision time

delay at internal circuiÅí

   55 Hz
  2.5 /x sec

first-leve} trigger

   300 ns
   S loO ns

        8 IEz
       1.0 msec
second-level (Mass-Trigger)

       15 ptsec
       g loo ns

    The second stage was gated by the first-level trigger pulses (see Sec.2.4.1), wkich
were made of the fast signa}s from tke 6erenkov counters and scintillator hodoscopes,

withiR 400 nsec after a reaction occurred in the SCIFI-target. The gate width was 2.5

pt sec which determined the Åíime resolution of the picture for reactions. Tke image

amplified by the MCP was stored in the phosphor P-20, which had a decay constant of

50 pt sec. The second-level trigger pulse (see Sec.2.4.2), gated the third stage of the

IIT within 15 ysec. The applied gate width was 1 msec.
    The intrinsic position resolution of the IIT was about 25 ,u m on the surface of the

entrance-window of the first stage. The image of one photon had a size of about 180

y m (r.m.s), wkich was maiRIy due to the diffusioR of image iR the pkosphor of the

first stage. The number of background spots in the pictures due to the thermal fioise

of the IIT system was negligible in the gated operation.

" The diÅíference of the demagnification factor is called the pin-hall distortion, which was corrected in

 the offiine analysis
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2.3.3 CCDCamera
    The gated image amplified by the IIT was
the optical lens (relayed lens).

the size of the CCD-chip in the CCD camera

relayed lens. We used a CCD camera, SONY
with the size of 11.0 ptm Å~ 13.0 ,a m. It
corresponded to about four pixels in the CCD

2.3.4 ImageDigitizer
    The digitization of the X

four special modules, Clock Coordinate

FIIFO buffer module equipped with
projection. The read-outs of two CCD
common clock from the CCG module as
trigger fired, the CCG module

--------J---r--

bosbotua'''

phosphor #1
 T = 2.4 psec

Gate Voltage # 1
Width = 2.S psec

 phosphor #2
   r = 50 pisec

Gate Voltage # 2

phosphor #3
 T = 50 psec

Width - 1 mseC

                                          O 5 10 15. 20 25 30
                                          Time after reaction (1.tsec)

                                         (b) The timing chart of the gate

                                         viewed by the CCD camera through
                           rlrhe size of the image was reduced to by 1113 to match

                                        from the first stage of the IIT to the

                                         XC-77, which had 768 Å~ 493 pixels
                                       means that the size of the single fiber
                                       camera. The signal from the CCD was
serially read out with the cycle of 30 Hz of usual NTSC format.

                         and Y images from the CCD camera was perforrned by
                                   Generator (CCG), Flash ADC (FADC) and
                                  first-inlfirst-out memories (FIIFO) for each

                                    cameras were synchronized by an external
                                     shown in Fig.16. When the second-level
                          started the sequence of the digitization. The timing of
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the external clock was not synchronized with the trigger. It resulted in some
overhead time of 15 msec at the maximum to start the transfer.

    The FADC was synchronized with the video signal by the same external clock.
The digitized signals smaller than a preset threshold value were rejected to reduce the

data size. The digitized data for pixels were stored in the FIIFO module. Typical

data size of an event was 2 K long-word for each projection. The data in the FIIFO

module was taken by a data acquisition system operated by VME (see Sec.2.5).

    Figure 17 shows a picture of typical event of the :. - production. The sequential

decay of :. - - z- A followed by A . rr - p is clearly seen. The quality of the

data of the SCIFI-target, calibration methods and performances are described in the

next chapter.

l
1'L9

    l/li'i//1i'/E•,li,////ili/11/iri/2-

        CCD
IIT-Y             ,

gl ,/L. .,,.

t

 -L-L-=

FIIFO

clock

g
CCG
lg

                                          IEiZEoj
                                FADC

Fig. 16. The scheme of the operation of the CCD camera and synchronization of
       llT-CCD system for the X and Y projections.

2.4 Trigger
2.4.1 First-LevelTrigger
    Main background for scattered K+'s were T +'s, protons and elastically scattered

K-'s. The rates of these particles were of the order of 1031spill, while the event,rate

of the (K-, K+) reactions of interest is of the order of O.1 eventlspill. The first-level

trigger was designed to eliminate negative particles and fast rr +'s using the fast signals

        Yfrom the Cerenkov counters and scintillation counters.

    The logic for the first-level trigger is as follows. We define the K- beam signal as

             K.... = SLPILL ([8) BUSYX TIX T2 XHV ([il} BAC, (6)

where X represents the "AND" logic. The SPILL is the spill-gate signal from the

accelerator, BUSY represents a live-time signal from the online-data taking system.
The Tl X 7:Z is the coincidence signal of the TOF counters for the beam, and the HV

is the signal from the beam-halo veto counter. The BAC represents the veto signal
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    was produced at the (K-,K+ )reaction vertex, decayed into A rr -. The
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    shown as clear V-topology. All these tracks are clearly identified also in

    the Y projection as shown in c). Combining these two projections, the

    tracks were reconstructed to a three-dimensional view. The size of the
    fiducial area is also shown. The detail of the central of the Figure c) is

    shown in d).
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from the BAC, which rejected n -'s in the beam.

   The first-level trigger was formed as :

              KBEAM <8) BVQ YH {g> SACX (charge - trigger), (7)

where BV represents the hit on the beam-veto counter. The requirements of BV
killed the K-'s which did not interact in the target or were scattered to a small angle.

The hit on YH hodoscope is denoted as YH, which was required to eliminate fake-
triggers due to neutral particles. The SAC reprQsents the "OR"ed signal from all the
photo-tubes of the Cerenkov counter SAC, which reduced z+'s down to about 109o,

The (charge - trigger) represents a logic which selects positive charged particles (charge

trigger) using a matrix coincidence between the hit positions on "OF and those on

CH. The performance of the charge trigger is shown in Fig.18. Negative charged
particles were reduced to 10'3 by means of this trigger. The efficiency of the charge

trigger for positive charged particles was 95 to 99 % in the momentum range from 400

to 1700 MeVlc as shown in Fig.19 which was obtained using data collected without the

charge-trigger in the first-level trigger.

   The trigger rate at the first level was typically 55 Hz with the K- intensity of 2 Å~

Ot charged particle allowed by CT

S charged particle killed by CT

9 charged particle killed by CT

9 charged particle allowed by CT
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Fig. 19. Efficiencies
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the text).

1041spill. In addition, the second-level trigger, "mass-trigger", was developed in order

to e#rich (K-,K-Y) events for the CCD read-out of the SCIFI-target.

2.4.2 Second-LevelTrigger
    After the firs"level trigger was applied, the major background was protons from
(K-,p) reactions in a momentum range from O.5 GeVlc to 2 GeV/c. We selected K+'s

using the digitized data of the TOF and the morr}entum inforrnation obtained from the

hit positions on CH and FTOF. The trigger was designed to calculate the mass of the

scattered particles within 15 pt sec, whereas the holding time of the image in the
phosphor at tlte second stage of the IIT was about 50 pt sec.

    The trigger scheme is sbown in Fig.20, The cornbination of the hit counter
numbers (ID #) of CK and of FIrOF corresponded to the bending angles of the
scattered particles by SP. The TOF information ,was obtained from the tirne
difference between FrOF and T2. We used the fast enconding TDC system
consisting of a TAC (Lecroy-TFC) and an ADC (Lecroy FSRA-4403B). The TDC
has a time resolution of 45 psec and its conversion time was 11.2 pt sec. The ID# of

ffOF and the time information were stored in tke memory in the FERA module.
The ID # of CH was stored in the FIIFO modu}e (Lecroy Data-Stack).

   The trigger sequefice started just after the completion of the conversion of the

TOF in the FERA module. The ID# of rrOF was encoded to 5 bits through the
PLU module (Lecroy Programable-Logic-Unit). For each ID# of FrOF, the Data-
Stack was cyclically scanfied to make a combinatioR with the ID # of CH (4 bit data).

The combination was eRcoded to the 7-bit "MOMENTUM" data according to a table
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/i•

pre-loaded in a MLU (Lecroy Memory-Look-UP unit), At tkis stage, low-momgntum
particles were rejected, and particles in the momentum range of interest were enriched

as shown in Fig.19. The 7-bit "MOMENTUM" was finally compared with the lowest
9-bit of the TDC data using another MLU module which contained 2i6 bits of trigger-

flag data according to the correlation between the TOF and "MEMENTUM" for
kaons. The sequence continued until all the combinations of the hit couRters of CH

and FTOF were scanned. It took about 100 nsec to investigate one combination of
CH and FTOF, and the trigger-flag was generated 14 pt sec after the reaction occurred

in the SCIFI-target.

    The performance of the second-level trigger is shown in Fig.21. Protons were
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reduced by the factor of 10. The efficiency of the second-level trigger for events

taken with the first-level trigger is shown in Fig,22. The efficiency was larger than 9e

% in the momentum range above 700 MeVlc. This triggering scheme enabled us to
collect the image data with the dead time of about 20 ero, whick resulted in getting

data with four times more statistics than in the case only with the first--}evel trigger.

2.5 OnlineDataAcquisition
   The online data taking system consisted of three independent sub-systems. ORe

of them was operated using a pt -VAX for the detectors in the spectrometer, and the

other two were performed with VMEs for the X aRd Y-projections of the SCIFI-image

readout system. Each sub-system kad a 8-mm tape device. These sub-systeins were
synchronized with the trigger logics. The data were labeled with the same "event-
tags" which were serial numbers of the events. All the data from the detectors in the

spectrometer were taken when the first--level trigger fired in order to monitor the

performance of the second-level trigger. The SCIFI image-data were taken only
when the gate was opened with the second-Ievel trigger.

   All the data from the spectrometer were digitized by CAMAC and TKO modules
[41]. The data of each event were transferred to the memory modules in the maiR

crate with typical dead time of 3 msec. These data in the memory modules of the
main crate were collected by the pt -VAX during beam-off periods through a crate-
controller K3922 (Kinetic).

   To monitor the condition of the second-ievel trigger, the data stored iR the

modules such as FERA and Data-Stack were taken directly with the pt -VAX about
114 of the wltole runs. The procedttre made the dead time longer by about 15 9o.

   The encoded data of the images of the tracks in the SCIFI-target which were
stored in the FIIFO module were read out with a VMH computer through a standard
parallel IIO module. The dead time was typically 30 msec iilcluding operation tirne of

the CCD cameras. The .details of the data acquisition for the SCIFI-image are
described in ReÅí [341.

3 DataAnalysis

    Our purpose is to search for the H through the direct production in (K- ,K")
reactions. SigRature ef H produced in this process is detection of a K"- with higher

momentum than that of quasi-free :. - productioR process.
   The analysis was started from the identification of the (Krm ,K") reactions by

means of the analysis of the spectrometer data. The obtained (K ww ,K") reactioRs

were examined using the data of tke SCIFI-target to reject the background due to
secondary interactions in the target.

3.1 Setection of (K-,K") Events with Spectrometer

   We collected the data of 3.1 Å~ 107 events witk the first-level trigger aRd 5.1 Å~

106 events with the second-level trigger in 4 Å~ 105 spills during the run. The
identification of (Kve ,K') reactions is composed of two measurements, 1) analysis of
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the beam particles and 2) identification of K"s by means of mass reconstruction.

3.1.1 Analysis ofBeam Particles

    Identification of K- is indispensable for H search. We used separated K- beam

of 1.66 GeVlc in which the fraction of K"s was about 20 9o. After the selection of
K- using the Cerenkov counter at the stage of the online trigger, there still remained

contamination of particles such as n -'s and P's in the beam. The rr "s from KM-
decay in flight had to be also eliminated. The background level in the acquired data
was of the order of 10-2 to the K-'s. These particles in the beam were rejected by

mean of the measurement of TOF from Tl to T2, and tracking of particle trajectories

using the data of the BPC's.

    We applied cuts on the pulse heights of Tl and T2 to eliminate multi-particle hits

on these counters, and we required hits on 4 X-planes of the BPC's out of 5.
Tracking and momentum measurement were performed using the transport matrices of

the beam line components which were obtained with the transportation program
TURTLE with corrections of matrix parameters using the measured momentum of the
beam with the K+ spectrometer. The real tracks were selected by applying a cut on

X2 of the fit. With the requirements above, the number of beam particles were

reduced by 17.09o. The K"'s which decayed after passing through T2 were rejected
by comparing the tracks predicted by the BPC's with tracks found in the SCIFI-target.
This background rejection is described later. The obtained momentum resolution iA)l!

was 5 Å~ 10r3 (r.m.s).

    The obtained TOF spectrum is shown in Fig.23. We used the K-'s in the TOF
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Fig. 23. The time-of-flight spectrum of the beam particles. The arrows represent

       the gate for the TOF spectrum to select K-'S.
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range of -2SO to +250 psec in Fig.23. It covered the region of Å}3 a of the TOF
resolution. With the selection procedures mentioned above, the number of tke beam

particles was reduced by 21.1 % from the total acquired data. The fractlon of the
remaining background was less than 10-4 which was evaluated with the TOF

spectrum.
3.1.2 Track Reconstruction ofSeattered Particles

    The tracks in the spectrometer were reconstructed, aRd data summary tapes
(DST) were made for the reconstructed data of (Kww, KH-) reactions. In order to save

the computing time, the data were reduced througk several stages of analysis
procedures for making the DST. Those were 1) the pre-selection by the off-line "mass

trigger" using the chamber information instead of the charge hodoscope (CH) (see
Sec.2.4.2), 2) preliminary track finding witlt use of the correlation of the chamber hits,

3) track reconstruction with the spline method, 4) K+ selection, and 5) track

reconstruction with the Runge-Kutta method.

Pre-selection

    At this stage the data reduction was performed by examiRing the correlatioB
among the positions of hit wires in the chambers, the positions of the hit counters in

FTOF and the TOF data. The scheme is similar to that of the second-level trigger.

The planes of X and X' in DCI and DC2 were used for the pre-selection. The
momentum and the flight length were determined as a combination of the ID # 's of

the hit counters in rrOF. Combining with the TOF data, the scattered particles were

identified as demonstrated in Fig.24. For any combinations of the hits on FI]OF and

the hits on the chambers, the fiight-path lefigth aRd momentum of the scattered

particle were obtained assuming the target positioR. The value of the TOF has a
clear correlation with the hit-wire position as shown in Fig.24. By selecting the
regions as seen in the figure, the K+ candidates were enriched. Special care was

taken not to eliminate the K+'s in the momentum range less than 1800 MeVlc where

the H dibaryon through the direct process was searched for. We required this
selection both for DCI afid for DC2, and either for X or X' plane in each chamber in

order to keep the efficiency to be Iarger than 95 9(o. Through this pre-selectioR, tke

data size was deduced by a factor of 25.

Preliminary Track Finding
   The track candidates were searched for both upstream aRd downstream of the
spectrometer magnet (SP) separately using a simp}e straight-line fit in the horizontal

plane (X-Z).

   In tke region upstream of SP, at least four hits were required on six X-plaRes of

CDC. The hits both on the X and X' planes of DCI were also required. The
displacement less than 10 mm was required between the horizontal hit position oB

DCI and the projection of a track in CDC. The track candidates in the region
downstream of SP were searched for using DC2, DC3 and FTOF. At least three hits

were required for the four X and X' planes of DC2 and DC3, The straight-line fit
was applied on those hits and the obtained track position was required to match with

the hit counter of FTOF within 140 mm from the center of the counter. AII the
combinations of the upstream tracks and the downstream tracks were examined to find
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               O 10 20 30 40 '20

                  DCI-X Wire#(1-48) DC2-X
      Fig. 24. Scheme of the pre-selection for the 9th
             (a) and DC2-X (b). The hatched areas
             The momenta determined by the positions of the hit wires in (c) DC-IX
             and in (d) DC2-X are also shown. All the K"'s in the final sample are
             overwritten as the dots to enhance the statistics.

a crossing point of the tracks. The crossing position in the X-Z plane was required to

be in a region close to the center of the magnet.

   For the vertical direction, at least three hits were required on the four Y or Y'

planes of DC2 and DC3. The vertical positions of the track candidates downstream

of the magnet should be within 12 cm from the ones obtained with the timing
information of FTOF. Matching between the position extrapolated from the tracks

downstream of the magnet and the hit position on the Y-plane of DCI was also
required.

Track Reconstruction by Spline Fitting Method and K' Selection

   After the track finding procedures described above the track reconstruction was

performed by means of quintic-spline fitting [42]. We introduced dummy planes
every 10 cm from the target to DC3 for the spline-fit procedure [42]. The
reconstructed tracks with a reduced X2 less than 10 were selected as good track

candidates.

   The track reconstruction efficiency of the spline fit in addition to the preliminary

track-finding procedure is shown in Fig.25. It was about 80 91o with fluctuation of
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Fig. 25. Efficiencies of the track reconstructioR. The particle identification of

       rr -'s (closed circle) and protons (open circle) was performed with the
       TOF data aRd combination of hit ID # of CH and FTOF. The vertical
       errors are statistical only. The horizontal errors represent the
       momentum resolution (r.m.s) obtained with combination of hit ID # of
       CH aRd Frl'OF (see the text and Fig.26).

about 5 9o in the momentum range above O.8 GeVlc. The reconstruction efficiency
for pions were slightly Iower thaR that for protons. It was consistent with the fraction

of the pions which decayed in ffight. Figure 26 shows methods of particle
identification and momentum determination for the evaluation of track finding
efficiency. Pions aRd protons were selected using the correlation between the hit

positions on CH and rrOF as well as the TOF informatioR as in the same manner as

in the case of the second-level trigger. Tkose samples were fed to the track-
finding/reconstruction algorithm to calculate the efficiency.

   The mass of the particles was deduced from the results of the spline-fit and the

TOF data. In order to reduce the deterioration of the timing due to the nuclear
interaction in the FTOF counter or the accidental multi--particle hits, we applied a cut

on the pulse height. Events were throwfi away if tke norrnalized pulse-height of tke

FrOF counter was 1.5 times as large as the mean value or larger. The reconstructed

mass spectrum is shown in Fig.27. Particles in tke reconstructed-mass range from 380
MeVlc2 to 620 MeVlc2 were chosen as K" candidates.
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figure. The momentum distribution of the events with the selected
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Runge-Kutta Fitting and K' Selection
    Finally, the momenta of the K+ candidates were calculated by means of the

Runge-Kutta integration method [43]. The momentum resolution was improved by
factor 2 compared to the spline-fit. The initial parameters of each track were given

by the quintic spline-fit. The particle trajectories were traced stepwise from 20 mm to

50 mm depending upon the derivative of the field strength of the spectrometer
magnet. The iteration was continued until the reduced X2 increased from the value

of the previous iteration, or it decreased less than O.1 9o. A typical number of
iteration was 3.
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  mass distribution obtained with use of the results of the

The shape of the reconstructed mass of protons was distorted

    The achieved momentum resolution was O.5 9o (r.m.s) for 1.2-GeV/c particles,

which was limited by multiple scattering in the air and the materials in the
spectrometer.

    Using the track parameter obtained by the Runge-Kutta method, we tightened the

requirement of the horizontal and vertical hit positions on FrOF. We took particles

within the width of FrOF in horizontal and 40 mm in vertical which is. 2.7 o of the

vertical position resolution of the FTOF. This requirement was effective to eliminate

particles which decayed between the tracking chambers and FTOF. The mass of
particles was re-evaluated. The reconstructed K+ mass resolution was 18.5 MeVlc2

(r.m.s) at 1.1 GeV/c. The mass range from 430 to 570 MeV/c2 was selected. The
rr + contamination in the K+ candidates was reduced to O.2 9o.

    The vertex position was obtained using the beam track and the track of scattered

particle. The distance between these tracks in the target volume were required to be

less than 2 mm which corresponds to 3 a of the track resolution. In the vertical
direction, the scattered particle must be in a band with a width of Å} 18 mm centered

by the beam track. It was three times as large as the beam width (r.m.s).

    The reconstruction efficiency of scattered particles was reduced by 9 9o through

the selection procedures after the spline-fit method. The selection on the pulse-height

of FTOF counter was dominant process to reduce the efficiency.
3.1.3 Missing-Mass Spectrum ofthe (K-,K") Reactions

    The absolute values of the momenta of the beam particles and the scattered
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particles were examined by the missiRg-mass spectrum of the (K- , K") reactions

shown in Fig.28. The spectruin is calculated assuming the reaction K- + p - K' +

X As shown in the figure, we identified the peaks corresponding to the productions
of :' -'s and :. H*'s (:. (1530)Pi3). We found also a clear peak of S" - in the
missing-mass spectrum of (Kww , rr ') reactiofis (Fig.29). These spectra iRcluded the

events oR free protons and also on carbon nuclei in the SCIFI-target. The peaks
corresponded to the events on the proton target, whereas the missing-mass for the

events of the quasi-free scattering on the carbon were smeared out. The events in the

region between the two peaks in Fig.28 correspond to reactions such as the two step
process in carbon nuclei, Kww +(N) . rr + Y, then rr + (N)- K" + Y', where (N)

represents a nucleon in a carbon nucleus and Y and Y' denote hyperons with S == -1.

The fitted value of tke peak positions of the missing-mass was 1) :. - : 1320.8 Å} O.2
Å} O.3 MeVlc2, 2) :. nv* : 1535.3 Å} O.7 Å} O.3 MeVlc2 and 3) 2- : 1197,3 Å} O.3 Å}

O.4 MeVlc2, where the secoRd term for each value represents the statistical error and

the third term is the systematic error due to the ambiguity of the fit function for the

quasi-free process on the carbon target. These values agree vvell to tke world
averages of the mass values {39] ; 1) :' - : 1321.32 Å} O.13 MeVlc2, 2) :. "* : 1535.0 Å}

O.6 MeV12 and 3) Åí - : 1197.436 Å} O.033 MeVlc2. The missing-mass resolution was
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3.l.4 Tagging Efficiei.icy and Statistics

   We obtained l9,669 candidates of the (K-,K"r) reactioR events with the first-level

trigger and 13,538 candidates with the secodn-level trigger. The H production was
studied iR the K+-momentum range above O.95 GeVlc, although the quasi-free :. -

production was domiRant. In this region, 6733 eveRts were obtained. The obtaiRed
rnomentum spectrum of K" above O.9S GeVlc is shown in Fig.30(a). It should be

reminded that the chemical components of tlte SCIFI-target were carboR and hydrogen

witlt the ratio of 1:1. The bump at about 1.1 GeV!c corresponds to the :.-
production on protons.
   For the K" which reached the FrOF without decay in flight, the detection

efficiency was evaluated to be about 55 9o including the trigger efficiency. The total

amount of KM beam used in the analysis was 3.8 Å~ 109 taking account of the

efficiency of the trigger and detection rate in the offiine analysis with the dead time

correctlon.
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Fig. 30, (a) Momentum spectrum above O.95 GeVlc of the K"s identified in the

       analysis of the data of the spectrometer, and (b) Momentum spectrurn of
       the K' above 1150 MeVlc. The solid line represents the spectrum
       obtained in the analysis of the data of the spectrometer. The hatched
       areas represent the rejected events as background in the analysis of the
       data of the SCIFI-target. (1) Secondary interactions were observed as

       two or more kinks along the tracks of the beam and the scattered
       particles. (2) Events due to intermediate neutral particles. (3) Events

       with false tracks which were rejected by means of examination of the
       consistency between tracks predicted by the spectrometer and those
       detected in the SCIFI-target.

3.2 Analysis of (K-,K') Events with SCIFI-Data

    The pictures of the tracks in the SCIFI-target corresponding to (K",K+) reactions

were combined with the data of the spectrometer. The analysis of the SCIFI-target
data was performed for the evnets in the K+-momentum above 950 MeVlc where we

searched for the H produced through the direct process. About 1.2 % of events
which were remained after selections with the information from the beam 1ine and

spectrometer had been abandoned due to an error in the data acquisition of the
SCIFI-data. The number of the pictures to be analyzed was 6621.

    The data analysis for the SCIFI-target was performed in the following procedures;
1) calibration of the data and 2) checking the track of K-'s and K"s in the SCIIFI-

data. The procedure 2) was of vital importance to remove the background events due

to the secondary interactions and mis-tracking.
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3.2.1 Calibration and Performance of the SCIFI-llT System

    The raw data of tlte SCIFI-target for one event consisted of thousands of pixel-

data which corresponds to the pixels iB the CCD cameras. The data for eack pixel
included 7-bits pulse-height (brightness) information and 19-bits data of tke IocatioR of

the pixel in the CCD chip. The pixel-data were converted to the position in the
SCIFI-target to obtain one picture with tke brightness information. [l]racks in SCIFI-

target were ideRtified in the picture as sequential bright spots.

    In the raw data, tke image froTn the SCIFI-target was distorted due to the fringing

field of the spectrometer magnet and the position clependence of magnificatioR at the

electrostatic focussing on the first stage of tke IIT ("piR-hole distortion"). The

distortion was calibrated using straight tracks of particles and also with an externai

light source which generated a test pattern. The distortion was calibrated within the

accuracy of 200 pt m. The details of the calibration methods are found in Ref.
[38,34].

    One photon was recognized as a cluster pixels in the CCD having the size of
about 180 pt m (r.rn.s). The average number of detected photons for a minimum-

ionizing-particles was about O.551mm along the track for each projection. The
internal position resolution of one photon was about 290 pt m [27] (r.m.s). The

resolution was limited mainly due to the size of the fiber and the accuracy of fiber

packing.
3.2.2 Background ReJ'ection of (K-,K") Reaction using SCIFI hnage-Data

    We applied cuts on the (K-,K") candidates using tke SCIFI-data for the purpose

of reduciRg false events whose tracks in the spectrometer system were recognized as
K+. In addition this cut was useful to eliminate events in which the K{-'s were
               '
produced through secondary interactions. Here we performed scanning of the image

data by human eyes in order to find the tracks which corresponded to the beam
particles and the scattered particles.

Eye Scanning
    We performed eye scanning for 6622 pictures using a screen-display. First, we

removed pictures in which more than two interactions are overlapped accidentally
(multiple exposure). Tkis multiple exposure was due to the Iong decay time (2.4 pt

sec) of the phosphor of the first stage of the IIT. Tke number of removed events was

15.

   Secondly, we removed 28 events in which two or more kinks were observed aloRg

the trajectory (MK-type). These kinks correspoRded to secondary interactioRs
occured in the SCIFI-target. Since the probability of the nuclear interactioR in the
SCIFI-target was about 8 %, rejection of the K" produced in tke secondary

mteractlon was very lmportant.
   Thirdly, we eliminated events with K-s produced in tke secondary interaction

(N-Event) by neutral particles such as KO's. There existed 57 eveRts wkich had gap-

spaces without image of trajectory between the incoming and the outgoing particles.

Fig.31 shows a picture of typical event. The existence of the gap-space was confirmed

both in the X and Y-projectioits of the SCIFI-data. Since the average itumber of
photons along a track of a minimum-ioRizing particle was about 51cm, it was possible
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       K' was produced in the secondary interaction of the intermediate

       neutral particle which was observed in the SCIM-target.
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to distinguish a neutral particle from a charged particle with the efficiency better than

98 9o even if the pass length of the particle in the SCIFI-target was' only 2 cm. The

ma)or source seems to be due to the KM p charge exchange reaction followed by
KO - KO conversion.

Finding of the Tracks of Beam and K' in the SCIFI•Target

   Finding of the tracks of the beam and scattered particles in the data of the SCIFI-

target was performed with a software program using the track parameters obtained

from the data of the beam 1ine and the spectrometer. There was an intersection

between the predicted incoming tracks and outgoing track in both the X and Y-
projections. A band along the predicted tracks of beam and scattered particles with a

width of Å}3 a of the resoulutions was defined as the corridor. For convenience of

tracking, the pictures were divided by the thickness of the fiber sheets. In each piece
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of the divided pictures, tlte track information was shown as a brigltt photon cluster,

In order to search for real tracks in the corridor, the cluster finding procedure was

carried out. Fitting to a straight line was applied for tlte clusters of track candidates

of the beam and of the scattered particles. We required the existence of the clusters

for more than 1,5 cm continuously without brake. The efficiency for such track
finding was obtained to be 97.5 9o for the events categorized as good events by eye

scannmg.
    In Fig,30(b), the momentum spectrum above 1150 MeV/c was shown for the
events which were rejected in the analysis described above, i.e. 1) MK-type events, 2)
N-type events and 3) false tracks. The number of the (Kww,K"-) candidates after these

cuts was 6344.

4 Results and Diseussion

   The H production was searched for as a high-momentum K' in the region which

is kinematically not allowed in the quasi-free :. ma production, Therefore, the H

production results in the observation of an event with large missing-energy.

4.1 Missing-Energy Spectrum
   To discriminate tke candidates of the H production from the quasi-free xe' ww
production, we examined the spectrum of the missing-mass of the reaction K- + i2C

- K' + X (missing-energy). Figure 32 shows the missing-energy spectrum as a
function of the binding energy of :. M + iiB system. In this figure, O MeV in tke

horizontal axis corresponds to the kinematical Hpait to produce :. ww's in free space;i.e.

K- + i2C el- K+ + :. ww + iiB. Consequently, the events above O MeV correspond

to reactions such as the 2 A , :. -hyper nucleus, or the U production. The missing-

energy resolution was evaluated to be 9.5 MeV (r.m.s) by considering the momentum
resolution of Kww's and K+'s.

4.2 Study of the H Candidates with SCIFI-Data

   There are 15 events above - 10 MeV in Fig.32. Table 6 shows the missing-
energies, K+ momenta and reconstructed masses of the K{-'s of these events, We

investigated these events in the SCIFI-data to search for the signal of the H
production.

   There are two events with the missing-energy close to 200 MeV. An event has a
momentum of the scattered particle of 1415.8 MeVlc (event-A), and the other has that
of 1408.0 MeVlc (event-B). These two events would be explained as (K-,rr +F)
reactions in which the rr + was mis-ideRtified as KÅÄ , since the energy of the scattered

particle corresponds the peak of the quasi-free E - production. In the 2 -
production via (K-, rr ") reaction, aRgu}ar distribution of the T "'s has a forward

peak, and the averaged differential cross section in the acceptance is about 30 times as

large as that of the :. - production via (KM,K') reactions [30]. The reconstructed

mass resolution fer rr +'s was abeut 70 MeVlc2 in tlte ff + mementum range from

1300 to 1450 MeVlc, and the reconstructed mass of the scattered particle of the Iatter
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event is 4.1 a apart from the mass of rr +. The corresponding background rate was

O.7 event in the K' momentum range from 1300 to 1450 MeVlc from the above

considerations. Looking at the picture of the SCIFI-data, the event-A has the vertex

position out of the fiducial area of the SCIFI-target. 'IThe event-B has a track of

abbut 8 mm long from the vertex. Figure 33 shows the picture of the event-B. In

this case, the momentum of E - is sufficiently low to stop in the SCIFI-target, and this

makes such a short track. The length of the short track in Fig.33 corresponds to the

2n of 284 Å} 11 MeVlc, while the momentum of the 2- predicted from the
spectrometer is 270 Å} 10 MeVlc assuming that the reaction occurs on proton at rest.

These values are consistent each other, and it supports the explanation that the event
is 2- production via (K',rr ') reaction. Furthermore, the difference between the

direction of the prong and the predicted momentum direction is so small as O.02t:I5S
radian in the X-Z plane and O.03tglSi radian in the Y-Z plane. It indicates that the
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Table
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6 The events which have residual energy above -10 MeV.
  is the energy in excess of the kinematical limit of the
  :' - production.

B.E.
free

B.E.(MeV) pK-f- (MeV/c)          'MK+ (MeV/c-)
liiii5 12.4

-8.4

r7.9

-2.0

 1.6

183.8

5.6

197.4

-8.7

-1.5

-9.3

-9.7

35.8

-4.5

-e.g

1212.8

l151.2

1187.1

1201.3

1194.0

1408.0

1191.6

1415.8

1176.9

1222.6

1217.2

1208.9

1246.2

1181.9

1239.8

468.9

493.7

505.0

504.0

493s2

438.6

539.0

536.9

465.4

510.0

531.7

497.0

492.0

523,O

509.9

charged particle is produced on a free proton. "I"herefore, we rejected the event-B
from the (K-K') candidates.

   In the lower missing-energy region, there is one candidate which has a missing-

energy of 35 MeV, The vertex is located out of the fiducia} area of the SCIFI-data,

There is no track which positively indicates the production of the H. The event might

be the 2A production or the hypemuclear production. It is possible to consider the
event also as the background from ( rr -,K') reaction due to the mis-identification of

the n- as K-. The peak of the quasi-free 2- production process, rr - + (p) .
2 ff + K+, corresponds the K+ momentum at about 1.25 6eVlc, and the background

rate due to the reactions is obtained about 1 event taking account the mis-
identification rate in the beam analysis.

   The otlter 12 events have missing-energies close to the kinematical limit (O MeV).

There is a possibility of the coherent two-A production process Kww + (pp) - A +
A ÅÄ K' or the :. --hypernucleus production competing with tlte direct H production.

We found 3 events which have tracks longer than 3 cm from the (K ww ,K")
reaction vertex. They are candidates for mesonic-decays of hypernuclei. The other

3 events have short tracks of about i cm long from the reaction vertices. One of
them has additional two tracks forfning the V-topology which seems to be the decay

products of the A . The other 4 events have no clear tracks from the reaction vertex

in which two events have tracks indicating tlte decay of A 's. The two events
remained have reaction vertices out of the fiducial area of the image-data. There is

no positive candidate of the H production in the 12 candidates in the missing-energy

range close to O MeV. They are candidates of coherent productioRs of doub}e A's or

:. ww-hypernuclei. According to theoretical calculations [36, 37], several events of :.-

hypemuclear productions are expected to be in this region close to the kinematical
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       Fig. 33. A display of the event which was rejected from (K-,K') candidates.
              The momentum and the reconstructed rnass of the scattered particle are
              1408 MeVlc and 438.6 MeV!c2. The calculated missing-energy is 183.8

              MeV. The event was assigned as Åí- production in a (KL,T+)
              reaction on a free proton (see the text). The prong from the reaction
              vertex in the SCIFI-target corresponds to the E - which stopped in the

              target.

Iimit.

    There remained no positive candidate of the H in the remaining 14 events with

missing energy larger than -10 MeV. These events are explained by other
mechanisms than the H production. However, the produetion cross sections for the

competmg prQcesses are not so clear. We, therefore, calculate the upper limit of the
H production rate without subtraction of these events.

4.3 UpperLimits of the Production Cross-Section

    In order to obtain the upper Iimit on the production cross-section, we calculated
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the expected missing-energy spectrum in tlte H production. We used the same
calcuiatioR mechod as that of Nakano [401 based on the scenario of Aerts and Dover

[23]. The expected shape of the missing-energy is shown in Fig.32. In the
calculation oÅí the upper limit, we set a cut-off energy at O MeV in the missing-eRergy

spectrum. In order to avoid the systematic error of the number of beam particles and
the detection efficiency of the (K-,Kn'") reactioR events, the upper limit for the ratio

of the ll production on the number of (Kww,KÅÄ) reactions in the K'-momentuin range

above O.95 GeVlc (6344 events) was obtained. The production cross section was
evaluated using the experimental data of E176135] in which the nuclear dependence of
the cross section of the (K-,Kff-) reactions5 was measured.

   The upper limit for the productioR rate of the fl on the SCIFI-target normalized
to the rate of the (K-,KÅÄ) reactions with the KÅÄ momentum above O.95 GeV/c was

calculated at 90-percent confidence level (UL) as :

                          UL=-(irps-y4iVilri]ff;Js-xN,.m,..,), (8)

where IV(K-,K+) is the number of (K- ,K") reactions in the K"- -rnomentum range

above O.95 GeVlc. The f(n) is the upper iimit for the Poisson distribution with

"number of observed events" at 90-percent confidence level. The "number of
observed events" is the number of detected events above the cut-off energy (O MeV)

having overlap with the calculated spectrum of missing-energy for the case of "
production, The V is the detection efficiency of the H production in the miSsing-

energy range above the cut-off. It is a function of the mass of H, since it depends
upon the momentum of the K+. We took into account the monienturn dependence
of the K-F -decay rate and of mass resolution of the detectors. In addition, the

moinentum dependence of the K"- detection rate due to the trigger efficiency such as

the survival rate against the online veto with the eerenkov counter, SAC, was

included in the 7.

   The obtained upper limits of the production rate of the H through the direct
process on carbon target is shovvn in Fig.34 as a fuRction of the rnass of the H. Here,
the upper limit was normalized to the rate of (Kww ,K+) reactions ofi C-H target with

the K{- momentum above O.95 GeVlc. The axis on the right side of the figure shows

the differential cross section of the H production oR the carbon target at the forward

scattering angle of the K" wbich is averaged in the acceptance rnentioned before.

The rapid increase of the upper limit of the II production with the mass around 2200
MeVlc2 corresponds to the decrease of the detectioft efficiency of the H in the missing-

energy range above the cut-off. The figure shows also the theoretically expected
cross sectioR of the H production calculated as in the same manner as Nakano [40]

with the scenario of Aerts and Dover [23], In the model of Arts and Dover, proton
pairs in relative iSe state in a nucleus contribute to produce the H. According to

their original calculation for the H production cross section on the 3He target, the

5 Tke differential cross section of the (K-,K") reactions averaged over the laboratory fonvard angular

 region between 1.7 degree and 13.6 degree is a) 99 Å} 4 pt blsr for carbon target and b) 35 Å} 4
 pt blsr for protoR target.
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production rate of the H on 3He is around O.4 y blsr in the H mass raRge from 2050

to 2230 MeVlc2. Tlte production rate on i2C is expected to be larger than that on

3He, since the effective number of proton pairs in relative iSo state in i2C is about 4.7

I40]. The rate would be suppressed due to the absorption of K- or K' in the target

nucleus. The suppression factor is evaluated to be about 2.2 from the effective
proton number of the (K-, K") reaction on carbon which is about 2.9 for Kr +"

momentum above O.95 GeVlc [35]. Hence, the production cross section of the H oR
i2C is about twice as large as that on the 3He target.

   The present experiment has greatly improved the upper limit for the cross section

of ll production in the direct process. The upper limit of this experiment is lower

than that of a previous experiment using an emuision target (KEK-E176 [14]) by a
factor of more than 5 in the mass range of the H from 1950 to 2150 MeVlc2 due to
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higher statistics with less background rate, For the H with the mass above 2150
MeVlc2, the better momentum resolution of the K- and K+ enables us to obtain the

upper limit of the H production for the first time. Furthermore, the effective number
of the proton pairs in relative iSo state for carbon target is five times as Iarge as that

of the Ag target [40]. Therefore, better sensitivity for the direct production of the H

could be obtained with the SCIFI-target than in the case of the emulsion target, even

in the case that the observed production rate would be the same. Tlte present result

of the upper limit is one order smaller than the theoretically expected rate for the H
with the mass below 214e MeVfc2 and comparable at around 2210 MeVfc2.

5 Conclusion

   The H dibaryon was searched for by using a hybrid systern of a high-resolution

spectrometer and an active target comprising scintillating fibers with triggerable image-

intensifier tubes as a track detector for the first time.

   The experiment was performed using a 1.66-GeVlc separated K- beam. The H
dibaryon was searclted through the direct production K- + i2C - K"- + if + X. A

signature of the H production was tlte observation of a K" with momentum higher

than that from the quasi-free Z. - production.

   The tota} number of K-'s was 3.8 Å~ 109. Tke (K-,K") reaction was identified '

with the spectrometer magnet, tracking chambers, eerenkov counters and TOF

hodoscopes. Backgrounds due to the secondary interactions have been reduced using

the information of tracks iR the scintillating-fiber target. We obtained about 6,300
events of (K-,K+) reactions with K' momenta above O.95 GeV/c.

   The missing-energy spectrum of the reaction K- + i2C --. K'{' ÅÄ X was

investigated to find out afi evidence of the " production through the direct
production. There were 6 events above the kinematical lirnit of the quasi-free :' -

production, These events were examined in the image-data of the fiber target, and

we found all these events could be explained as those of reactions such as
hypemuclear productioils. As the result, we did not find aRy positive candidates of

the H-production events.

   We obtained the upper limit for the cross-section of the H production in the
direct process on carbon nuclei as 43 to 73 nblsr at 90-percent confidence Ievel for the

mass range of the H from 185e to 2150 MeVlc2, which is oRe order as low as a

theoretically expected rate and also tke results of the previous experiment using an

emulsion-counter-hybrid-system. The upper limit was obtained in the higher-rnass

region of the H up to 2230 MeVlc for the firsttime, The upper limit increases with
the mass of the H from 80 nblsr to 2 pt bfsr around 2230 MeVlc2. The sensitivity of

the experimefit to the H production in the mass range around 2210 MeVlc2 was

comparable witk the production rate expected by Nakano using the calculation scheme

of Aerts and Dover.

   Finally, we would like to stress that tke higk momentum resolution with the
spectrometer and powerful background reduction with the hybrid-system enabled us to

obtain much higlter sensitivity to the production of H through the direct process than
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in the case of the previous experiments. We believe that such an
method will opeR new fields of particle aRd Ruclear physics.
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